
 

RADIAL INSEAM &                   
BANDED CROTCH reduce 
tension to add comfort                        
and increase wear life of  
your pants. 

A SIDE-BY-SIDE COMPARISON OF LION                  
BOMBEROS DE CHILE SUPER-DELUXE & V-FORCE 

HIGH-PERFORMANCE TURNOUT GEAR  

FREEDOM KNEE provides 
gusset that the knee can fall 
into when crawling, climbing, 
bending and kneeling.

FREEDOM ELBOW 
enables the arm to 
bend freely while 
keeping the wrists 
protected by reducing 
sleeve travel.

COMFORT COLLAR & 
OPTIONAL THROAT TAB
deliver continuous thermal 
and moisture protection 
while providing exceptional 
interface to SCBA mask

OPTIONAL BI-SWING BACK features 
inverted pleats in both the outer 
shell and liner system that expand 
as your arms move forward. The 
result is no tugging, binding or 
bunching of material.                                                     

LION VENTILATED 
TRIM™ provides a 
conduit for the release of 
vapor and guards against 
the potential hazards of 
trapped moisture. It’s 
also more flexible than 
traditional reflective trim.

V-FIT™ ELBOW, ARMS, LEGS & 
KNEES are contoured and feature 
cutouts, shaped pieces and darts to 
enable free, easy movement (optional 
additional knee padding available). 

RAGLAN SLEEVES shaped 
like your arm to promote 
free, unrestricted movement 
and reduce turnout coat 
hem rise. 

SEMPER DRI™ is placed 
in the lower nine inches 
of each pant leg to repel 
water – keeping your pants 
dry, reducing working 
weight and reducing 
firefighter heat stress.                            

RADIAL INSEAM &                   
BANDED CROTCH reduce 
tension to add comfort                        
and increase wear life of  
your pants 

COMFORT COLLAR is 
ergonomically shaped to 
improve comfort, interface 
better with other PPE 
elements and deliver 
continuous thermal and 
moisture protection.

LOW-RISE PANTS 
complement the 
natural contours 
of the body for 
increased comfort. 

LITE-N-DRI™ knee 
padding added for 
thermal protection          
and comfort.

UNDERARM BELLOWS 
reduce the hem rise and 
sleeve travel. 

LION VENTILATED TRIM™ 
provides a conduit for the 
release of vapor and guards 
against the potential hazards 
of trapped moisture. It’s also 
more flexible than traditional 
reflective trim.

VIZ-A-V™ TRIM offers a distinctive 
back trim pattern that accentuates 
the V-Force coat’s fitted sides, while 
maximizing visability.

V-FORCE PANTS are available in multiple 
styles to fit various body types and meet your 
comfort needs, without sacrificing mobility, 
durability, or safety. 


